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Year  
4 

Term  
4 

Unit title  
Bridges 

 
 

Brief description of main content of this unit: Research bridges, investigate how they are constructed, practical tasks of making strong structures, 

designing own bridge and testing it, evaluating design and construction. 

(Bridging the Gap resource) 

 
 

Lesson 
No. 

Key Learning Objectives 
Linked to National curriculum 

(differentiated) 

Activities & Teaching & Learning strategies 
 (including assessment opportunities) 

Cross curricular links 

1  LO: To investigate and research 

bridges 

 

ALL must explain what a bridge is and 

know what types there are 

MOST have knowledge of where they 

are in the world 

SOME know who designed/made the 

bridge 

Look at a variety of styles of bridges. Where are they in the 

world? Who made them? History of bridges. 

 

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/buildingbig/bridge/index.html# 

http://www.historyofbridges.com/facts-about-

bridges/types-of-bridges/    Good for children to look at for 

facts as is this… 

https://easyscienceforkids.com/all-about-bridges/ 

 

TASKS  

Write a short explanation of each one and illustrate. LA – 

choose 2/3 to write about (CT/TA support) 

History 

English – reading/writing 

 

Resources –  

Laptops needed 

2  LO: To investigate bridges 

 

ALL have knowledge of what bridges 

are made from 

MOST can explain how bridges are 

made 

How are bridges constructed? Materials used? Purposes of 

certain bridges. 

 

TASKS 

Fill in sheet about bridges, materials used and their purpose 

(Pair work using laptops to research) 

As above 

 

Resources – 

Bridge sheets 

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/buildingbig/bridge/index.html
http://www.historyofbridges.com/facts-about-bridges/types-of-bridges/
http://www.historyofbridges.com/facts-about-bridges/types-of-bridges/
https://easyscienceforkids.com/all-about-bridges/
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SOME can explain why certain bridges 

are made in a certain way 
3 LO: To investigate structures and 

joins 

 

ALL can investigate strengthening and 

joining art straws 

MOST can explain what their 

strongest method has been 

SOME can explain why a certain 

method is stronger than another 

Explain we will be making bridges using art straws and other 

materials.  

Art straws are flimsy – how can we strengthen them?  

TASKS 

Investigation 1) using pipe cleaners, sellotape and gluing 

more than one art straw together, make art straws stronger. 

Can you think of any other ways? 

 

Any joining of art straws need to be strong and not come 

undone. 

Investigation 2) Investigate different ways of joining two 

art straws. Use pipe cleaners, using sellotape or glue and 

using cardboard triangles. Can you think of any other ways? 

CT photograph. 

Each child write a short sentence about each investigation 

commenting on what it did and which was BEST result. ( this 

lesson may take 2 weeks?) 

History  

 

Resources – 

Art straws, pipe cleaners, 

sellotape, glue, card board 

triangles 

4 LO: To plan and design a bridge 

 

ALL must design a bridge for a 

purpose. 

MOST can talk through their design 

SOME can explain why they have used 

certain materials 

In pairs, design their own bridge. Explain their bridge will 

carry a weighted car over a certain distance. (Remind – must 

be made out of art straws but other materials can be used). 

Take into consideration who it is for and what it’s purpose is 

(Think about bridges researched earlier in the term) 

 

TASK –  

Design bridge. Include resources needed. (mixed ability pairs 

– p’copy design for both books or each to do one) 

Speaking and listening 

History 

 

Resources – 

Design sheet 

5 LO : To construct a bridge using a 

design criteria 

Remind the pairs their bridge will carry a weighted car over a 

certain distance. They must make the main structure art 

Speaking and listening 
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ALL can make a bridge according to 

their design criteria 

MOST can show how their bridge can 

carry a weight 

SOME can explain why their bridge 

can/can’t carry a weight 

straws although you can use other materials if they are 

needed. Remember to use their design criteria! 

TASK – 

Pairs make their bridge. Make time to test their structure 

and see if it can carry a weighted car for a certain distance. 

How can we make this a fair test for all of us?? CT to 

photograph for topic books. 

Resources –  

Art straws, sellotape, pipe 

cleaners. Glue, newspaper, 

card triangles, string 

6 LO: To evaluate my bridge and the 

design 

 

ALL can explain what went well or 

could be improved on, with their bridge 

MOST can explain why certain things 

went well/didn’t go well 

SOME can explain what they would 

improve and why 

Discuss what worked well with the bridges and what could 

have been improved. Share thoughts and ideas with other 

pairs as well as with whole class. 

 

TASK – 

Fill in evaluation sheet with partner worked with. Each do 

own. 

English 

Speaking and listening 

 

Resources –  

Evaluation sheet 

 


